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What Is Its explosive force compared with rifle l it In a water bath, and heat slowly till the i way. The method of discussion which Prof. 
powder or nltro·glycerlne, and why Is It not used solution Is complete. Next add the 011, prevl- Howe has adopted Is both graphical and mathe. 
fot· explosive purposes? A. The claim that one! ously warmed, simmer gently for five minutes, mati cal. 
ounce of gold fulminate could destroy New York stirring all the while, after which closely 'cover 
('lty Is ahsurd. The fulminates are all explosive; It over, and when cold strain through flannel. 
"nly one has any commerclal use, and that Is You could probably make a balloon of such 
the mercury fulminate. It Is used as detonator small size and for Indoor use of tissue paper. 

ANIMALS BEFORE MAN IN NORTH AMERICA. 
Their Lives and Times. By Frederic 
A; Lucas. New York: D. Appleton 

KALENDER FUR ELEKTROCHEMIKER SOWlE 
TECHNISCHE CHEMIKER UND PHYSIKER 
FUR DAS JAHR 1903. VII. Jahrgang. 
Herausgegeben von Dr. A. Neuberger. 
Mit einer Beilage. Berlin: Verlag 

von M. Krayn. Pp. xxx, 600. 

only. The fulminates are all far too ex· 
pensive, and are also too unstable for any use 
as explosives. Mercury fulminate can be used 
for rifles, but It Is never done, for reasons speci
fied. 
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THE WOMAN WHO TOILS. Being the Ex

perience of Two Ladies as Factory 
Girls. By Mrs. John Van Vorst and 
Marie Van Vorst. New York: Double
day, Page & Co. 1903. Pp. ix, 303. 

& CO. 1902. 12mo. Pp. vii, 291. 
Price, $1.20. 

This book pictures the early life of our 
continent, tells something of the fishes that 
once swam about Its shores, of the reptiles that 
splashed through the swamps, and of the great 
mammals that once roamed over the western 
plains. All this Mr. Lucas has told with a cer· 

REPORT OF THE MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE 
FOR THE DOMINION OF CANADA FOR THE 
YEAR ENDED OCTOBER 31, 1902. 
Printed by Order of Parliament. 
Ottawa. 1903. Pp. lxiii, 284. 

(9031) A. M. Works asks: What 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. Bureau of 

should be the diameter and width of an under· 
shot waterwheel to develop about two horse 
power when fixed In a current of six miles an 
hour. A. The area of each bucket should be 
4 feet; the most suitable shape may be 4 feet 
wide, 1 foot deep, and ba ve an Immersion of 
1 %, feet above the periphery. The wheel should 
be 8 feet In diameter, have 12 buckets, and 
should run at from 9 to 12 revolutions per min· 
ute acordlng to Its work. 

This book may well be considered as a de- taln charm that relieves his work of much of 
tallpd study of one phase of the life which the monotony that would be expected of a sub. 
"the other half·' lives, as Jacob RUs has told: ject of so scientific a character. His book 
us. That the woman who tolls Is exposed may be said to occupy a position midway be· 
to even greater temptations and to greater tween the technical manual and the popular 
misery than the man who tolls, many of us description of historical animals. 

American Ethnology. J. W. Powell 
Director. Bulletin 27. TsimshLm 
Texts. By Franz Boas. Washington: 
Government Printing Office. 1902. 
Pp. 244. 

have perhaps suspected. Just what this woo 
THE THERMODYNAMICS OF HEAT.ENGINES. man must endure has been set forth by the By Sidney A. Reeve. New York: The two authors of this book In a way that Is 

Macmillan Company. London: Mac-

SPECIFICATIONS FOR LANCASHIRE BOILER 
AND BOILER SEATING. By Inspector 
M.I.M.E. Manchester: Technical 
Publishing Company, Ltd. 1903. 8vo. 
Pp. 23. 

(9032) J. A. S. writes: Please in· 
form me In regard to the elevation of the 
Mississippi River; as to whether It Is hlgner 
at Its mouth than at Its source, and please state 
how much, If possible. A. The Mississippi 
River, on the gravity plane, Is about 426 feet 
higher at St. Louis than at Its mouth In the 
Gulf of Mexico. All levels on the globe are reo 
ferred to the gravity plane, which Is about 
13'!. miles nearer the earth's center at the 
poles than at the equator. This plane Is the 
true basis upon which all level data are made. 
Uphill and downhill always refer to the gravity 
plane. Its relation to a perfect sphere Is tho 
cause of much misunderstanding and discussion 
among people, either from the desire for a catch 
argumen t or from want of truthful knowledge 
of the facts. "·ater never runs uphill, "lthough 
St. Louis Is nearer the earth·. center thall the 

anything but cheerful. The picture Is true; 
and because It Is true It Is gloomy. Here and millan & CO., Ltd. 1903. 12mo. Pp. 

there It Is brightened a bit, particularly when xi, 316. Price $2.60. 

the conditions that prevail In some of the The author his divided his book Into two 
better factories are described. On the whole, parts. 'Fhe first Is devoted to theory, and the 
the conditions of the working girl as they are second to the application of theory to prac· 
set forth In this book are decidedly deplorable, tlce. In the first part he discusses the general 
to say the least. principles of energetics, the cycle, the thermal 

THE MENTAL STATUS OF CZOLGOSZ, THE 
ASSASSIN OF PRESIDENT McKINLEY. 
By Walter Channing, M. D. Brook
line, Mass. From the American Jour
nal of Insanity. Pp. 46. 

properties of matter, the steam engine cycle, INDEX OF INVENTIONS 
RACQUETS, TENNIS, AND SQUASH. By Eus- and the laws of permanent gases, gas engine 

tace Miles, M.A. Illustrated with 54 cycles, hot air engines, heat engine possibilities, 
photographs and 16 diagrams. D. and refrigerating machines. In the second part 
Appleton & Co. 1903. he discusses the simple steam engine, the com· 

For which Letters Patent of the 
United States were Issued 

for the Week Ending 
This work at once demands recognition as pound steam engine, and the Otto gas engine. 

an authority upon the games mentioned above, The appendix Is comprised of tables. 
May 12, 1903. 

owing to the fact that the author Is a past· 
HARDl!INING, TEMPli:RING, ANNEALING AND AND E A C H B E A IU NOT HAT D ATE. 

master In the art, and has made a deeper 
FORGING OF STEEL. By Joseph V. study of the theory of "games of the court" 

Woodworth. New York: Munn & 
I See note at end of list about copies of these patents.J 

than any other living player. The work Is 
divided Into several parts; the first part be- Co. 1903. 8vo. Pp. 288, 200 illufcltra-

Ing "Hints on Training," In which the author tions. Price $2.50. 
Acetylene generators, automatic governor for, F. ::;edgwick .................... . 

describes preparatory exercises, the proper A new work from cover to cover, treating In 
1. In a per

· methods of breathing, massage, work, rest, etc., a clear, concise manner all modern processes 
manent steel ring [0] magnet are there any preliminary to putting one's self In fit condl- for the heating, annealing, forging, welding, 
poles? If so, what det�rmlnes their location? tlon for the strenuous side of these sports. hardening and tempering of .teel, making It a 
A. In a magnetized .teel ring the poles may The chapter on food and diet will probably book of great practical value to metal·worklng 
be placed at any polats desired by making be viewed somewhat askance by the ordinary mechanics I. general, with special directions 
those points the places from which the mag· Anglo·Saxon, as the regime suggested by the for the successful hardening and tempering of 
nets leave the ring when the ring Is magnetized. author Is somewhat too rigorous and crude for all steel tools used In the arts, Including milling 
Tha t Is, pull the ring from the magnets, or the most people, engaged In active forms of exer. cutters, taps, thread dies, reamers, both solid 
magnet/3 from the ring, at the points where you clse. The author describes and Illustrates a and shell, hollow mills, punches and dies, and 
desire poles to be located. Of course It Is easier i number of methods of developing the stroke at all kinds of sheet metal working tools, shear 
to place the poles a t diametrically opposite I home, both for Tennl s and Racquet, In which blades, saws, fine cutll,;ry, and metal cutting 
points of the ring. 2. Are the magnetic lines' the ball Is suspended by means of tackling In' tools of all description, as well as for 
of force th� same In a permanent steel magnet such a manner that the various strokes may all Implements of steel both large and small. 
as In an electro·magnet? If so, why could not be practised In leisure moments when the In this work the simplest and most satisfactory 
the permanent magnetic field be made to re.' 

much·sought.after court cannot bo obtained. hardening and tempering processes are given. 
vo.1ve an armature as well as an electro· magnet i Plans of both tennis and squash courts are, The uses to which. the leading brands of steel 
field? A. Permanent magnets were first used, shown, which will be of service to those who, may be adapted are concisely presented, and 
for the fields of dynamos and motors. They 

I 
propose to lay out private grounds. Anyone their treatment for working under different 

are not now used because they cannot be made: who wishes to perfect himself In the game conditions explained, also the special methods 
as strong as electro·magnets, and they are' should certainly have this book before him, for the hardening and tempering of special 
liable to lose their magnetism by jars, etc. 3. as It will soon be considered a standard au. brands. In connection with the above numbers 

mouth of the Mississippi River. 
(9033) W. F. H. asks: 

Acid in products of comlmsUoll, device for automatically recording the amount of carbonic, P. Schultze ................ . 

Why Is there a neutral point midway between thorlty. Lists of the winners of the cham· 
the poles of a magnet? A. The neutral point pions hips In both America and England are 
of a magnet Is the point or line on which ther� published In the book. It will be noted that 
Is just as much positive as negative force, and Mr. Miles has won the amateur tennis cham· 
not the point or line of no force. Break a mag·: plonshlp In England In 1899, 1901, and 1902, 
net on the neutral line and two poles are found

' 
and also the American amateur tennis cham· 

on the ends of the two pieces. They were there plonshlp In 1900. 
before the bar was broken. The pole at the end INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. With the Ele-
of a magnet Is due to the fact that there Is no ments of Physical and Theoretical 
magnetism of the opposite sort to render It In· Chemistry. By J. I. D. Hinds, Ph.D. 
active. Put the opposite poles of two magnets New York: John Wiley & Sons. Lon-
together, either bar or horse shoe, and the poles don: Chapman, & Hall, Ltd. 1902. 
at the point of contact disappear, not because 8vo. Pp. viii, 566. Price, $3. 
they are destroyed, but because their mutual This volume Is Intended to supply a rather attraction prevents any of the lines of force 
escaping Into the air at that place. If all lines complete text·book on Inorganic chemistry and 

. . a handy reference·book for all students and of force c
.an find theIr . wa� around t�e magnetlc 

I 
teachers of chemistry. The author has en

circuit WIthout emergmg mto the aIr they a:e deavored to present an orderly and systematic 
not discoverable from the outside and the Clr· treatment of the subject without reference to cult Is not discoverable from the outside. The any teaching method, so that the teacher may 
metal acts as If It were not magnetized. on

b
lY go from chapter to chapter as his own method the lines which leak out of the metal are to e 

'Vi 
requires. Part I. contains a good general In· 

detected by any of our methods. 4. II you troductlon to chemistry and a logical dlvl-
please Inform me how the noise and vibration slon of the subject Into Its principal branches. 
of a heavy printing press, on the second floor Part II. gives such an outline of physical 
of a business block, can be prevented or measur· chemistry as Is necessary to the full under
ably deadened, to prevent the annoyance It standing · and appreciation of the descriptive 
causes to tenants on the first floor? A. It Is portion of the work. Part III. discusses the
a difficult matter to so deaden a floor that the oretlcal chemistry with more than usual 
noise from a heavy printing press will not be thoroughness. It Is the purpose of Part IV. 
heard In the room below. A layer of deaden· to treat, with the fullness which It deserves, 
Ing material could be put over the floor and a ev�ry known chemical element, and the com. 
second floor laid on that with some advantage. pounds which are of commercial and theoretl. 
A deadening layer of mortar or other material cal Interest. In classification and treatment 
can be put Into the space between thQ floor and, the periodic system has been closely followed. 
ceiling below. A second ceiling can be put! We are pleased to nore that the author has 
Into the roo·m below, enclosing an air space adopted the modern spelling of chemical terms, 
and reducing the height of the lower room by recommended by the Chemical Section of the 
six to ten Inches. These various expedients American Association for the Advancement of 
ha ve all been employed and all together will Science. 
reduce the annoyance as much as It can be reo 
duced. THE DESIGN OF SIMPLE ROOF·TRUSSES IN 

WOOD AND STEEL. With an Introduc-
(9034) E. G. asks: Will you inform tion to the Elements of Graphic 

me how to prepare silk for making a small bal· Statics. By Malverd A. Howe, C.E. 
loon to hold gas for about two or three weeks·! New York: John Wiley & Sons. Lon-
Could I use paper Instead of silk? The balloon don: Chapman & Hall, Ltd. 1902. 
must be about 3 feet long, 2 feet wide, and 11ft Pp. 129. Price $2. 
about 3 ounces. It Is to be used Indoors. Can In his preface Prof. Howe modestly asserts 
I use anything besides above·mentloned mate· that very little, If anything, new will be found 
rials? A. Silk Is prepared for use In a balloon In the pages of his book. Nevertheless, the 
by varnishing It. It should be stretched tight, book finds Its justification In the fact that It 
and the varnish applied In the usual way. has brought together In small compass all the 
When dry It can be used. Good boiled linseed essentials required In tho> proper designing of 
011 forms an excellent coating for balloons. An roof·trusses. Although the timber roof· truss 
India rubber coating may be used. It Is pre- Is considered by many engineers somewhat anti· 
pared as follows: India rubber, 1 pound, cut quated, Prof. Howe has deemed It worthy of 
small; 011 of turpentine, 6 pounds; boiled 

I 
discussion, and not without reason, we think. 

linseed 011, 1 gallon. Digest the India rub- His treatment of the steel truss Is contained 
ber In the turpentlna In a warm place for a In the sixth chapter of the book, In which he 
week, frequently sbakillg the vessel; then place says what he has to say 111 a terse, technical 

of "kinks," "ways" and "practical points" are 
embodied, making the volume a text book on 
the treatment of steel as modern demands 
necessitate. 

A chapter devoted to the different processes 
for case·hardenlng Is also Included, and special 
reference made to the adoption of machinery 
steel for tools of various kinds. The Illustra· 
Oons show the mechanic the most up·to·date 
devices, machines and furnaces which contrl· 
bute to the attainment of satisfactory results 
In this highly Important branch of modern tool· 
making. 
DIES; THEIR CONSTRUCTION AND USE FOR 

MODERN WORKING OF SHEET METALS. 
By Joseph V. Woodworth. New 
York: Munn & Co. 1903. 8vo. Pp. 
384, 505 engravings. Price $3. 

A treatise upon the designing, constructing 
and use of tools, fixtures and devices, together 
with the manner In which they should be used 
In the power press, for the cheap and rapid 
production of sheet·metal llarts and articles. 
Comprising fundamental designs and practical 
points by which sheet metal parts may be pro· 
duced at the minimum of cost to the maximum 

Acid or otber liquid distributing system, 
w. L. Colson ........................ . Acid or other liquid distributing SYSb>Ul, 
}t�. M. Wever . • . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Aerating liquids and bottling same, ma-chine for, T. Sutcliffe ............... . Air brake pipes, fluid pressure coupling for, J. G. Ludwig ................... . Air brake system attachment, J. W. Alex-ander • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  Air compressor, J. C. Williams ........... . Air, means for filtering, attemperatillg, and m Oistening or drying, J. Brady ... Aluminium and its alloys, producing, D. A. PenlakolI ......................... . Annealing box, M. D. Grimm ............ . Annealing metal plates, M. D. Grimm .... . Apparel, article of, A. B. Salger ........ . Armor for ships' turrets, etc., C. P. E. Schneider ........................... . Artists' outfit, J. Neumann ............... . Ash receiver and match safe, combined, D. P. Moody ......................... . Auger, post, J. D. Sanford ............... . Automatic switch, intermittent, H. Wolf, Jr. . ................................. . Awning, T. Thoms ....................... . Axle bar, car, J. Maltry ................. . 

�:fin:o�::�s, EW�' R�.eC�\:��: :: : : : : : : : : : : : Baling press feeding apparatus, O. C. Bowman ............................ . Baling press plunger, G. Schubert. ...... . Ball register, electric base, J. M. Hum-phreys .............................. . Band cutter and feeder, J. N. D. Reeves. Basket, bottle, J. A. Roudll ............. . Battery connector, electrical, W. R. Ed-wards ............................... . Bearing, ball, M. Reid ................... . Bed pan, L. M. Hoffman ................. . Belt shipper safety lock, W. G. James ... . Belt support, conveyor, G. C. Plummer ... . Bending machine, W. H. Johnson ......... . Bicycle, J. S. Copeland ................... . Bicycle attachment, W. E. Stockton ..... . Bin, E. J. Walker ....................... . Binder, temporary, P. Buford ........... . Block. See Link Block. Boat gunwale, sectional hollow, J. L. Burton Boiler tube or flue scraper and cleaner, A. O. Cruzan ......................... . Boiling by electricity, apparatus for, R. C. Sayer ............................... . Bolt or spike puller, O. Giltner .......... . Bonnet, child's, M. E. Higgins ............ . Bookcase, sectional, W. R. Wolf ......... . Book mark, A. G. Bauer ................. . Boring too� G. R. Rich .................. . Bottle dose indicator, medicine, N. S. Lea. Bottle, non-refillable, J. R. Latham ....... . Bottle, non-refillable, J. C. Gustaveson ... . Bottle, non-refillable, M. & M. B. O'Meara Bottle stopper, F. B. Thatcher ........... . Bottle stopper head, L. Strebel. .......... . Bottle washing machine, E. B. Poggensee. Bottled goods, treating, R. Birkholz ...... . Box, W. C. Doscher ...................... . 
of output, together with special reference to the ���I dygg s::r.t:,o{I��, er·J. EFe�iey����:::::::: hardening and tempering of press tools, and to Brake lever, J. White ................... . 
the classes of work which may be produced to Braking device, automatic adjustable, M. 
the best advantage by the use of dies In the Bran�ing ��I���. ��ii.b·e;;ti�g;· i<· A": ·Ki�g::: 
power press. A complete treatise on the sub· Brick mold, J. A. H�intz ................. . 
ject and the most comprehensive and exhaustive �����, mbo����gT�L�hiN:�;�t.�· .. �����:::::: 
one In existence. A book written by a prac· Brush holder, A. F. Batchelder ........... . 
tical man for practical men, and one that die. Brush soap feeding attachment, J. C. Gabel, 
makers, machinists, toolmakers or metal·work· Bru;;'· t·o·';t·h;· ·T�������· .& 

.. St���:::::::::: 
Ing mechanics cannot afford to be without. ����l�, bif.w�: �cE,·an������:::::::::::::: This work shows engravings of dies, press Building construction, G. Y. Bonus ..... . 
fixtures and sheet·metal·worklng devices, from Burglar trap, W. Lawrence .............. . 
the simplest to the most Intricate In modern But\'l.�mh���' :�::' . .  :���I.��. �:.v�:: .. f.o.r: . . � .. 
use, and the author has described their con· Button, F. IL LartN ..................... . 
struction and use in a clear, practical manner, ���I��t, c�.la�i. JM�'6�/����: :::::: ::::::::: 
so that all grades of metal· working mechanics Cabinet, revolving, G. W. Chaffin .......... . 
will be able to understand thoroughly how to Cable terminal, J. J. O'Connell ........... . 

design, construct and use them, for the produc- cam���Phl�UIW.lY1fg H1':!��:�����' ... ������ 
tlon of the marvelous variety of sheet· metal ,Can. See 011 can. 
articles and parts which are now In generaq Can l.:'i��n� .���. �:��I.�� .�.a.:�I. �e:. � .. ���� 
use. Many of the dies and press fixtures shown Can opener, N. Cleveland ................. . 
and described herein were constructed by the can�er����ln�t oral�:���I.��. ��:����' .. �: .. � .. 
author, others under his supervision; while oth· Car, E. W. Summers .................... . 
ers were constructed by some of our most skill- ���: bco:m�in��1��C�'t;�I.

Mw�a����b��h��:::: 
ful mechanics and used In some of the largest Car coupling, E. C. Washburn • . . . . . . . . . . . .  

sheet· metal goods establishments and machine' 8:� J�o�P��.f�atf�g �;'vr.,��'j;�pp��: ·A
.
72gh�t;: 

shops In the United States. A, very much tianson ............................. . 
needed book and an Important addition to the Car, express or mall protection, Booco & 

literature of mechanics. Car �eennd'e��t A: .r.: ·ig��::::::::::::::::::::: 
THE JOURNEY'S END. A Romance of To- g:�, f�aOr;:d�I�°t;.r,:. i:'��::�:::::::::::::: 

day. By Justus Miles Forman. Illus- Car, hopper, J. M. Hansen .............. . 
trated by Karl J. Anderson. New g:�: I�.:rl;�, gw�O}�: �u�hin�l:,��:�::::::: 
York: Doubleday, P:>.;:;3 & Co. 1903. Car, railway, L. A. Shepard ............. . 
limo. pp. Z40. Price ,1.fiO. (Cootintied. on pagG 1m) 
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